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ISOMORPHISMS OF GALOIS GROUPS OF SOLVABLY
CLOSED GALOIS EXTENSIONS
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Let &! and k2 be algebraic number fields of finite degrees. Let Ωγ

and Ω2 be solvably closed Galois extensions of kL and k29 respectively.
Let Gx = GiΩJkJ and G2 = G(Ω2/k2) be their Galois groups. We will show

THEOREM. If there exists a topological isomorphism σ: G1—^ G2, there
corresponds a unique isomorphism of fields τ: Ω1—> Ω2 such that

for every g1eG1.

This is a generalization of a theorem in [3], and is the exact analogue
of a theorem in [4] for algebraic function fields over finite constant fields.
In what follows, Q always denotes the field of the rational numbers.
\A\ denotes the number of elements for a finite set A. Let g be an
element of a group G. Then C{g) denotes the conjugate class containing
g. Let kx and k2 be algebraic number fields of finite degrees. Then kt

and k2 are called arithmetically equivalent if every prime number is
decomposed in the same manner in kx and k2 [2].

LEMMA 1. Let klf k2 and L be algebraic number fields of finite
degrees. We assume L is normal over Q. If k1 and k2 are arithmeti-
cally equivalent, kxL (resp. k^ (Ί L) and k2L {resp. k2 Π L) are arithmeti-
cally equivalent.

PROOF. Let K be a finite Galois extension of Q which contains klf

k2 and L. Let H - G(K/Q), N = G(K/L) and St = G(Klkt), i = 1 and 2,
be the Galois groups. As N is normal, and as Sx and S2 have the same
number of elements in every conjugate class of H, S^Nand S2Γ\Nhave
the same number of elements in every conjugate class. As kJL and k2L
correspond to S^N and S2 Π N, respectively, kjb and k2L are arithmeti-
cally equivalent. As ktΓ\ L corresponds to S{iV, ^ f l i and k2f] L are
arithmetically equivalent if Sj^N/N and S2N/N have the same number of
elements in every conjugate class of H/N. It is the case, because

\C(hN) ΓΊ StN/N\ = U C(hn) Π SA \St Π N\
neN
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for any heH and the right hand side has the same value for ί = 1 and
2 by our assumption.

Let Kt be a finite extension of kx contained in Ωλ. Let Uι be the
corresponding open subgroup of Gv Let U2 = σ{U^ and let K2 be the
corresponding subfield of Ω2. K2 is said to correspond to Kγ by the
isomorphism σ. It is known by Neukirch [1] that Kx and K2 are
arithmetically equivalent. We now assume Kλ is normal over kt. Then
K2 is also normal over k2. Let Hi = GiKJki), i = 1 and 2, be their
Galois groups. The isomorphism σ induces an isomorphism of finite
groups σ: Hλ -» H2. Let ΪXiQ be the set of isomorphisms τ: Iζ. —> UL2 such
that σ(Λi) = r/^r"1 for every hL e Hγ. If T(JEi) is non-empty for any Kίf

the projective limit lim T(Kt) of finite sets is non-empty and consists of

the isomorphisms from Ω1 onto Ω2 satisfying the condition of our theorem.
We now prove T(Kj) is non-empty. Let K be a finite Galois extension
of Q which contains K, and K%. Let H = G(K/Q), St = G(K/kt) and N, =
G(K/Kt) for % = 1 and 2. Then S,/JV, ~ H*. Let Λn, , hlm be a system
of generators of H^ and let h2j = o(hlό). Let si3- be an element of Si such
that s^ iVi = htj. Let Si0 be iVi and let Stj be a subgroup of St which is
generated by si3- and Nt. Let Fί3 be a subfield of K which corresponds
to Si3: Then F2j corresponds to Fl3 by σ. Let p be a prime number
such that p = 1 mod |jff| and let Fp be a prime field of characteristic p.
Let A = FpHu0 + + FpHum be an iϊ-module which is isomorphic to
a direct sum of m + 1 copies of FPH. Let

1-+A-+E-+H-+1

be a split group extension. Let L be a Galois extension of Q which
contains K and whose Galois group is isomorphic to E. Let L3 be a
subfield of L which corresponds to FpHu0 + + FvΊIuύ_1 + FpHu3+1 +
• + FpHum. Then L3 is a Galois extension of Q whose Galois group
is isomorphic to a split extension of H by FpHu3. Let X3 be a character
of S^/Nx whose order is equal to the order of S^ /JVΊ. Values of X3 are
considered to be elements of Fp. We abuse the notation and the
character XjO1 of S2j/N2 is also denoted by X3 . Let Mιά be the maximal
abelian p-extension of Kγ contained in L3 such that the operation of
Sl3-INt on the Galois group of Ml3\Kγ coincides with the scalar multipli-
cation of the values of X3. As Ml3 is a subfield of Ωlf a subfield M2j of
Ω2 corresponds to Ml3 by σ. M2j is contained in L3 as it is arithmeti-
cally equivalent to Ml3. As the Galois groups of Ml3/Fu and of M23/F2j

are isomorphic, M2j is also the maximal abelian p-extension of K2 con-
tained in L3 such that the operation of S2j/N2 on the Galois group of
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M2j/K2 coincides with the scalar multiplication of the values of X3. As
the composition ΐljLoM2j corresponds to Π?=o-Miy by σ, they are arithmeti-
cally equivalent. Then the above lemma shows KJlόMι5 and KT[3M2j

are arithmetically equivalent. Let Bi3 be a subgroup of FpHuό which
corresponds to an intermediate field KMί3. As G{MiJIKι) and FpHu3/Bi3

are isomorphic as S^/iVrmodules, (tί3- — X3(ti3))FpHu3 is contained in Bi3-
for any tideSijf i.e., Ci3 = Σ ^ e ^ foi ~ X3{tί3))FpHuά is contained in Bi3.
As Ni operates trivially on FpHu3jCi3 , the intermediate field correspond-
ing to Ci3 comes from some abelian ^-extension of Kt. Then the maxi-
mality shows Bi5 = Cί3. Hence KY[3- Mi3 corresponds to At = Σy Σ^y&y —
X3(ti3 ))FpHu3. Then every element of Ax is conjugate to some element
of A2 in E. As A1 and A2 are contained in A, there exists an element
h of H for any α e ^ such that ha e A2. We now put

α = Σ (n, - I K + Σ (βϋ - Xjis^Uj .

There exists an element h oί H such that Λαe^42, i.e.,

and

h(sl3 — Xjis.j)) e Σ (t2j — X3(t2j))FpH , j = 1, , m .

Hence

/ t lv2lϋ / j V /C<j Ay v

and

hold. Let nx be any element of Nlm We calculate the coefficient of hn^
in the first equality. As the number of pairs (n29 n[) such that n2hn[ =
fc^i is smaller than p, there necessarily exists an element n2 e N2 such
that n2h = hn^ This shows hNJι~ιaN2, hence hNJi"1 = iV2, as they have
the same order. Then fe is an isomorphism which maps Kλ onto K2.
As the coefficient of hsί3 is zero in the second equality, there exists an
element t2j e S2j such that

hsί3 = t2jh and Zi(t2y) = ^y(βiy)

Then h2j = s2jN2 = t2jN2 by the definition of X3. As t23 = hsl3h~\ the
actions of /&2J and hhl3hrι are equal on i£"2. This fe is an element of
T(K^9 because H± is generated by h119 , hίm. Thus we have proved the
existence of τ in our theorem.
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LEMMA 2. Let k be an algebraic number field of finite degree. Let
Ω be a Galois extension of k with Galois group G. Let GQ = Aut Ω
and let k0 be the subfield of Ω consisting of the elements which are
invariant under the action of every element of Go. Then Ω is a Galois
extension of k0 with Galois group GQ.

PROOF. Every element of GQ induces an isomorphism of k. As k has
only a finite number of isomorphisms, G has a finite index in Go. Let
Ou "> σn be a system of representatives of G0modG. It is easy to see
that [k:k0] = n and that σu — fσn are all the isomorphisms of k over
k0. Then Ω must be a Galois extension of k0 with Galois group GO-

LEMMA 3. Let klf Ωγ and G1 be as in our theorem. Let Go — Aut Ωγ.
Then the centralizer of Gλ in Go is trivial.

PROOF. Let k0 be a subfield of Ωx such that Go = G(ΩJkQ). Let Kt

be a finite Galois extension of kQ containing kx and contained in Ωx. Let
HQ = G(KJk0). Let p be a prime number. Let

be a split group extension, and let Lx be a finite Galois extension of k0

containing Kx with Galois group E. Then Lx is a subfield of Ωt. Thus
E is a homomorphic image of Go and FPHO is contained in the image of
G1# Then the image of the centralizer of G1 must centralize FPHO. It
must be contained in the kernel of E -» HQ, because every non-identity
element of Ho acts non-trivially on FPHO. Hence the centralizer of G1

has the trivial image on _ff0. As Kx is arbitrary, the centralizer of Gγ

must be trivial.

If τ and p are isomorphisms of Ωι onto Ω2 as in the theorem, p~ιτ
is an automorphism of Ωλ which centralizes Gx. Lemma 3 shows that
p~λτ is the identity, i.e., p — τ. This proves the uniqueness in our
theorem.

REMARK. AS corollaries of our theorem, we easily see that kλ ~ k2

and Aut GJlrm Gy is isomorphic to a subgroup of AutZ^.
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